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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

As if the ongoing pandemics of COVID-19 and monkeypox aren't enough, the New York health

department is now urging residents to get vaccinated against polio, as the virus has been found in

wastewater samples from two different counties.

Just two weeks prior to this, a 20-year-old in Rockland County was also diagnosed with polio.  The

case is reportedly the Lrst in nearly a decade. The patient, identiLed as a "healthy young adult," had

not been vaccinated against polio as a child, and according to the New York health department, the

positive water samples were genetically linked to this case. As reported by CBS News, August 5,

2022:

"'Based on earlier polio outbreaks, New Yorkers should know that for every one case of

paralytic polio observed, there may be hundreds of other people infected,' State Health

Commissioner Dr. Mary T. Bassett said.

'Coupled with the latest wastewater Dndings, the Department is treating the single case of

polio as just the tip of the iceberg of much greater potential spread. As we learn more, what

we do know is clear: the danger of polio is present in New York today' ...

Unvaccinated New Yorkers are encouraged to get immunized right away, the health

department said. Unvaccinated people who live, work or spend time in Rockland County,

Orange County and the greater New York metropolitan area are at the greatest risk ...

According to the CDC's most recent childhood vaccination data, about 93% of 2-year-olds

in the U.S. had received at least three doses of polio vaccine. Meanwhile, adults who are

not vaccinated would receive a three-dose immunization, and those who are vaccinated but

at high risk can receive a lifetime booster shot, according to the health department."

Orange County Health Commissioner Dr. Irina Gelman added:

"It is concerning that polio, a disease that has been largely eradicated through vaccination,

is now circulating in our community, especially given the low rates of vaccination for this

debilitating disease in certain areas of our County. I urge all unvaccinated Orange County

residents to get vaccinated as soon as medically feasible."

What They're Not Telling You

In the U.S., polio was oUcially declared "eradicated" in 1979, and its eradication was attributed to a

successful mass vaccination campaign. What the New York health department is not telling you,

though, is that when polio strikes these days, it's almost always caused by a vaccine strain. In

contrast to CBS, the CNBC actually mentions this in its report:

"The polio strain the adult in Rockland County caught suggests the chain of transmission

did not begin in the United States. The strain the individual contracted is used in the oral

polio vaccine, which contains a mild version of the virus that can still replicate. This means

people who receive the oral vaccine can spread the virus to others.

But the U.S. hasn't used the oral polio vaccine in more than 20 years. The U.S. uses an

inactivated polio vaccine that is administered as [a] shot in the leg or arm ...

The polio case in New York is genetically linked to the Rockland County wastewater sample

as well as samples from the greater Jerusalem area in Israel and London in the United

Kingdom."

This is what's called a delayed lede. Hard-news ledes give you the what, where, when, why and how

in the Lrst sentence or two. Here, the key point of the article — the fact that reemergence of polio is

caused by the oral polio vaccine — is hidden further down the article than most people bother to

read.

Wild Polio Has Been Replaced by Vaccine-Induced Polio

The fact that an oral vaccine strain is responsible for the New York polio case is an important

detail. As explained by Vox:

"Genetic sequencing shows that the recent case was a vaccine-derived poliovirus strain.

This means the circulating virus isn't from one of the few remaining pockets of endemic

wild poliovirus, but rather from one of the many more countries with polio outbreaks that

mutated from an oral, live-attenuated vaccine ...

Although the live-attenuated poliovirus vaccine almost never causes polio itself ... the fact

that it contains a live virus inevitably carries some risk, unlike inactivated vaccines.

When live-attenuated polio vaccines are given in a community that contains a high fraction

of unvaccinated people, the modiDed virus can infect others, and with enough generations

of spread, it can ... mutate back into a new virulent strain."

The fact is, vaccine-derived polio has been the main circulating polio in most developing countries

for years. And always, the response to vaccine-induced polio is — more polio vaccine.

Oral Live Polio Vaccines Shed

Cases of vaccine-derived polio have surged in recent years after global health authorities in 2016

decided to remove Type 2 poliovirus from the oral vaccine, leaving only Type 1 and Type 3.

The wild Type 2 poliovirus had been declared globally eradicated in 2015, and many felt it was

unethical to expose children to a live poliovirus that no longer posed a threat.  Moreover, the Type 2

portion of the vaccines was the source of most of the vaccine-derived strains that were by then

causing paralysis.

“ Children without any type 2 polio protection give
the vaccine viruses the chance to circulate enough
to regain paralytic powers. ~ STAT News”

The change didn't Lx that problem, however. The live polio vaccine is still responsible for the vast

majority of outbreaks.  As explained by STAT News:

"To understand the problem, you need to know some basics about polio vaccines — and,

speciDcally, the oral vaccine, known as OPV. OPV contains the live but weakened viruses

that Albert Sabin engineered in the late 1950s. This is the vaccine that is used in most of

the developing world, unlike the United States, which uses IPV, or inactivated polio vaccine.

The strengths of Sabin's vaccine ... include: its pennies-a-dose price; its ease of

administration; and the fact that the vaccine viruses spread from vaccinated children to

others around them, which means vaccination campaigns protect many more children than

just those the vaccination teams Dnd.

Back in the day in the developing world, if you vaccinated some kids in a neighborhood, you

pretty much vaccinated the neighborhood. But that last beneDt, which was helpful when

there were hundreds of thousands of polio cases a year, is a decidedly mixed blessing now.

The Sabin vaccine viruses, once released in a community, continue to spread if they

encounter children who are not immune to polio ... As they cycle from child to child, the

vaccine viruses can regain the virulence traits that Sabin engineered out of them. If the

vaccine viruses circulate long enough, they regain the power to paralyze.

The part of the oral vaccine that protected against type 2 viruses was removed in spring

2016 in a move synchronized around the world. Since then, the number of children with

zero immunity to type 2 polio (and type 2 vaccine viruses) has grown daily. This cohort

numbers in the tens of millions.

In parts of the world where type 2 vaccine viruses aren't spreading, that lack of immunity

doesn't matter. But in countries in Central Africa, where the vaccine viruses are spreading

over greater and greater territory, those unprotected children are at risk. Children without

any type 2 polio protection give the vaccine viruses the chance to circulate enough to

regain paralytic powers."

Most Polio Today Is Caused by the Live Polio Vaccine

Importantly, while the inactivated polio vaccine prevents paralysis, it does not prevent infection. So,

even those who have received the inactivated version can be infected by a vaccine-derived

poliovirus, and can spread it to others. In Africa, the response to polio outbreaks has been to go in

and broadly vaccinate as many children as possible with the original Type 2-containing polio

vaccine.

But while this seems to work regionally, unvaccinated children in neighboring regions suddenly

become targets as the vaccine viruses start to spread. So, essentially, these efforts merely reseed

the transmission chain. For example, India's polio eradication campaign in 2011 caused 47,500

cases of vaccine-induced polio paralysis — a condition that is twice as deadly as wild polio.  And,

as noted by the Global Polio Eradication Initiative:

"[C]irculating vaccine-derived poliovirus, or cVDPV ... have been increasing in recent years

due to low immunization rates within communities. cVDPV type 2 (cVDPV2) are the most

prevalent, with 959 cases occurring globally in 2020.

Notably, since the African Region was declared to have interrupted transmission of the wild

poliovirus in August 2020, cVDPV are now the only form of the poliovirus that affects the

African Region."

Some believe the ultimate answer is a brand-new polio vaccine, and the Bill & Melinda Gates

Foundation has spearheaded this development effort. Not surprisingly, upon hearing the news of a

polio case in New York, Gates reminded his Twitter followers that "until we #EndPolio for good, it

remains a threat to us all. The global eradication strategy must be fully supported to protect people

everywhere."

Disturbingly, STAT News  points out that "The plan is to use the vaccine under the WHO's

emergency use protocol, even before it is licensed." Do children really need yet another

experimental injection foisted into them? This seems like reckless folly at best. Be that as it may,

this next-gen polio vaccine is predicted to be made available sometime in 2023.

Is the OHcial Polio Story True?

In "The Curios Case of Polio, DDT and Vaccines," a guest-post posted to my Substack in February

2022, investigative journalist Tessa Lena takes a deeper look at the oUcial history of polio. While

polio is attributed to a viral infection, polio-like symptoms can also be caused by a number of toxic

substances, including lead, arsenic and pesticides such as DDT.

Indeed, DDT exposure may have been a major contributing factor to the polio epidemics of the

1950s. Lena cites a 1951 article  by Dr. Ralph R. Scobey in the Archives of Pediatrics, titled "Is the

Public Health Law Responsible for the Poliomyelitis Mystery?" in which he stressed that

poliomyelitis "could be produced both by organic and inorganic poisons as well as by bacterial

toxins."

However, once polio was classiLed as a communicable viral disease, research into these other

potential mechanisms ceased, as all funding for poliomyelitis research was "designated for the

investigation of the infectious theory only."

Interestingly, Scobey points out that the polio contagion theory was almost entirely based on work

done at the Rockefeller Institute. Aeicted children were kept in the general hospital ward, and not a

single case of transmission occurred between patients. This detail contradicts the viral theory of

polio, but it was ignored and the declaration that polio is a viral infection was quickly accepted and

never successfully challenged again.

Earlier this year I reviewed a book called "Turtles All the Way Down: Vaccine Science and Myth."

Almost half of the book, though, was the fraud of the oral polio vaccine. I convinced the author to

allow you to download the material on oral polio for free. It is a fascinating story that greatly

expands on what Lena wrote and I hope you enjoy it as much as I did.

The case of the polio vaccine is in some ways reminiscent of what we're now seeing with the mRNA

COVID shots. Over time, the shots make you more prone to COVID. At the same time, they pressure

the virus to mutate at a rapid clip, triggering outbreak after outbreak of increasingly resistant SARS-

CoV-2 strains.

Today, the original SARS-CoV-2 Wuhan strain has been mutated out of existence, and all infections

are caused by variants created in response to mass injection. On the one hand, these variants have

mutated into far milder and less lethal forms, but on the other, they've developed resistance against

both natural and jab-based antibodies, resulting in seemingly never-ending rounds of infection.

A silver lining of the COVID jab debacle is that more and more people are taking a second look at

the theory of vaccination altogether, and are coming to the realization that many vaccines don't

work, and that none have been properly tested for safety using inert placebo controls.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

7,004 ratings

ORDER NOW
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We have three very important factors 1) how vaccines aggravate the polio problem, as is happening with the Covid-19 "vaccine". 2) how

exposure to DDT or other contaminants may have contributed to the polio epidemic. 3) as the immune system is the basis of health and

to minimize the risk of poliomyelitis. As Dr. Mercola reports, Scobey investigated the evidence showing polio contagion and spoke about

how research into the complex causes of the disease had been decapitated once the “oUcial” opinion was declared. Among other things,

he stated the following: “Unlimited polio research abruptly ceased when polio was legally made a communicable disease.

However, deLnite progress toward solving the problem was being made before the public health law made polio a disease caused by

germs or viruses. For example, toxicologists and bacteriologists reported that polio could be caused by both organic and inorganic

poisons as well as bacterial toxins. "Our current knowledge of possible methods of contagion is based almost entirely on work done in

this city at the Rockefeller Institute," which ties in with Scobey's meta-analysis "The Cause of Polio Poison and Obstructions to its

Research." . pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/14847781  http://whale.to/a/scobey2.html  

Alarmingly, at the time of its popularity, DDT was considered not only "safe and effective" but also good for polio prevention. However, the

opposite could be true, and DDT could have been a major contributing factor in the "polio epidemic". The evidence is that the Rockefeller

family, in many ways, has laid the foundation for modern medicine as we know it, funding the research they favored, the medical school

curricula that helped them shape medicine. think in a way that will help them earn more money.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/polio-pesticides-ddt-science/  (07/03/22)
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After contracting spinal paralytic poliomyelitis, 25% to 40% of patients will develop varying degrees of sequelae up to 15 to 40

years later, also known as “post-polio syndrome”. This may be because, when some patients are young, their immune system is

quite strong and can inhibit poliovirus replication. As they age, their immunity tends to wane and the virus inside their body can

once again wreak havoc. But we have as always the “saviors”, the Rotary Foundation launched the “Global Polio Eradication

Initiative (GPEI)”, with the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation as the main funding institute.

With billions of dollars spent on GEPI globally, with many intensive campaigns to inoculate people, especially children, with OPV,

we are inoculating the world with more vaccine-derived poliovirus in the wild. How does the article explain Eradicating polio is

becoming a hoax from which the world cannot wake up, since we have invested so much money, emotion, effort and dedication in

it, even though we know that the train is going the wrong way? childrenshealthdefense.org/.../polio-vaccines-resurgence

 (08/15/22) Extensive evidence suggesting that poisoning, whether by lead arsenate, DDT, or later, the toxic ingredients in the polio

vaccines themselves, is the most credible explanation for the paralytic symptoms and deaths that were labeled "polio." ".

” In fact, one of the early luminaries of public health, Bernard Greenberg, founding chair of the department of biostatistics at the

University of North Carolina School of Public Health, testiLed before Congress that polio vaccination had "increased in actually

polio cases" and that "the misuse of statistical methods had done the opposite seems true."

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/vaccine-injury-cover-up-covid-vacc..  (07/27/22)
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The fact is, vaccine-derived polio has been the main circulating polio in most developing countries for years. And always, the

response to vaccine-induced polio is — more polio vaccine. So why should someone hit themselves in the head with a hammer?

Because it feels so good when you stop. Sheesh. Situations is though, we are not the ones swinging the hammer, & they just keep

changing the hammer they use. Over decades it is non-stop. Pick about anything one would want and whatever the offense is

thrown at us. When the Predator$ have to address the subject, they replace it with something as bad or worse. Tobacco? Let us

vape...lead in the gas, replaced with a different toxic offender...hip to the dangers of sugar, no worries how about toxic artiLcial

sweeteners...gas supposedly cheaper for the food plains diverted into making alcohol added to the gas making it impossible for

the little man to store longer term...

how about it's an endless list of one thing after another foisted on the public that are solutions to problems other than the one

stated it is for to address. It seems a foundation to the Rockefeller/Gates model the customer/public has to be 'skinned' in some

manner. And if you don't remember anything else remember Bad Bird Farmer Bill Gates quoted as saying, 'we'll give it away free,

and Lgure out a way to make money on it after." Temporary comforts and conveniences used as the free cheese in the mousetrap.
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Thank you for sharing the links.
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Gui, your reference to DDT reminds me of a Pakalert Press article by Tony Ryan “How Technology Has Made Global Polio

Eradication Impossible”. Part of this article refers to a Registered Queensland Nurse, Sister Elizabeth Kenny, who discovered that

by applying massage therapy to the affected limbs, the children under her care recovered full use of their limbs. Meanwhile, all

doctors immobilised paralysed limbs with plaster of Paris and these were the children who permanently lost the use of their limbs,

which remained shrivelled for life. Instead of embracing Sister Kenny’s methodology, the elitist doctors realised that if the truth got

out they would face horriLc litigation and possible criminal prosecution for negligence and malpractice.

So they put Sister Kenny in prison for Lve years..... for practicing medicine without a licence! Clearly, the Queensland judiciary had

less respect for truth and justice than in other national jurisdictions. It is not known how many kids lost the use of their limbs after

that. But as with all other diseases, later vaccinations had nothing to do with the demise of the polio pandemic. And relieved

doctors retained their maLa-like monopoly over disease mitigation, more recently realising that the sicker people are, the more

money doctors make.
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"...by applying massage therapy to the affected limbs, the children under her care recovered full use of their limbs. Meanwhile, all

doctors immobilized paralyzed limbs with plaster of Paris and these were the children who permanently lost the use of their

limbs...". After a month in the "boot" for a 75% tear of the Achilles tendon I can relate. Been three months now. Healing the tendon

is one thing, but when you take the boot off you realize your medial gastroc has atrophied to the point calf raises and walking

without a limp is not possible. Then, it is many months or even years, if ever, to regain full strength. The nerve connection is

somehow affected as well. So, yeah, plaster casts for those paralyzed children was very wrong. Exercises and EMS... slow going.
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Thank you JUST, your words about what the Predator$ of the Rockefeller/Gates circle and institutions like the CDC and FDA are

doing, are very eloquent and precise. “we'll give it away free, and Lgure out a way to make money on it after." Fear-based medicine,

not science-based medicine, is what the CDC and FDA promoted by elites push globalists. Western medicine has misled most

Americans into believing that they will easily die from infectious diseases if they do not receive all the vaccines. The truth is that

vaccines are the perfect vehicle to create chronic disease. To this we must add all the causes of the diseases of the industrialized

society, the society of chemicals, radiation and medicines.The multiple causes that are causing illness and death due to medical

treatment, are caused by not treating patients according to the principles of HOLISTIC MEDICINE Medicine is today controlled by

insurance, because as soon as someone has insurance, they lose control over the type of medicine they have access to.

Insurance even determines the p price of each treatment, and the therapies that are going to be practiced. The protocols are

established and the doctor is part of the system, of the diseases created by the pharmaceutical maLa. The truth as Dr. Mercola

reports is that the global polio epidemic was already in decline before vaccines were rolled out.

During the COVID-19 pandemic, as dose after dose of vaccines were given, the pandemic continued to wax and wane, and the

SARS-CoV-2 virus also continued to mutate. Vaccines do not reverse the trend of the pandemic or stop the virus from mutating.

We cannot blindly treat vaccines as the solution, a better way must be found to prevent future pandemics. We did not learn the

lessons of polio and GEPI, so we are repeating the efforts and mistakes in the campaigns against COVID-19, and will probably

repeat it in another future outbreak, once again and sadly.
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Thanks CHOPWI, in CHD articles there are always great collaborators, people who objectively defend true science.
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Thank you GLASTIAN and MIKETHANGEL, your comments are very interesting. These links provide an analysis of vaccines for

various diseases, including THE VACCINE/AUTISM CONTROVERSY, By Tony Ryan and Polio “HOW TECHNOLOGY HAS MADE

GLOBAL POLIO ERADICATION IMPOSSIBLE” | Pakalert Press”. www.oziz4oziz.com/the-vaccine-autism-controversy.html  .----

www.kindredmedia.org/2012/06/how-technology-has-made-global-polio-erad..  .-- Some selected paragraphs: “There is growing

evidence that polio was caused by massive DDT spraying. The deaths were centered in heavily sprayed communities. Polio as a

pathogen-derived disease was a cover-up to avoid large-scale litigation... or so the speculation is. But having witnessed the wide

range of complicities in the covid scam, this hypothesis seems increasingly plausible.

Ironically, in the face of vaccine skeptics, doctors love to evoke the horrors of the 1950s of children deformed by amputated limbs,

blithely oblivious to the real cause. Registered nurse, Queenslander Sister Elizabeth Kenny, found that by applying massage

therapy to affected limbs, children in her care regained full use of their limbs. Meanwhile, all the doctors immobilized the paralyzed

limbs with plaster of Paris and these were the children who permanently lost the use of those limbs, which were left wrinkled for

life. When faced with this awful comparison of results, wouldn't we expect good doctors to embrace Sister Kenny and joyfully

embrace her methodology?
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Elitist doctors, aside from their natural misogyny and resentment toward female doctors who didn't know their place, realized that

if the truth came out, they would face terrible litigation and possible criminal prosecution for negligence and wrongdoing. practice.

They did the only thing they could and put Kenny in jail for Lve years... for practicing medicine without a license. Clearly, the

Queensland judiciary has less respect for truth and justice than other national jurisdictions. It is not known how many children lost

the use of their limbs after that. But as with all other diseases, subsequent vaccinations had nothing to do with the demise of the

polio epidemic.

And relieved doctors kept their maLa monopoly on disease mitigation, more recently realizing that the sicker people are, the more

money doctors make. My personal conclusion is that this is not laziness, but a calculated decision to improve the chances of

infection, since it also increases proLts. This was almost admitted to me by a Queensland health clinic doctor who then infected

the lacerations on my legs, which he was bandaging. Crushing people who are genuine healers and medical saviors is a

long-established medical tradition in Australia."
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From the second link: “However, a different question arises: does the test-tube synthesis negate efforts to eradicate poliovirus?

The conceptual answer to this is yes. Poliovirus cannot be declared extinct because the sequence of its genome is known and

modern biotechnology allows it to be resurrected at any time in vitro. This is true for all viruses, including small pox. Indeed, the

global eradication campaign for polioviruses, now in its eighteenth year, has proven much more diUcult than anticipated. Apart

from the resilience of circulating wild-type viruses, major problems have emerged as a result of intrinsic properties of the OPV.

It has the propensity to escape its designated role as a protecting immunogen by circulating in poorly immunized populations,

thereby evolving into highly neurovirulent poliovirus strains after recombination with other enteroviruses (Kew et al, 2005; P. Jiang,

J.A.J. Faase, A.E. Gorbalenya and E Wimmer, unpublished data). This independent occurrence in different parts of the world

causes yearly outbreaks of poliomyelitis. In addition, immune-deLcient persons receiving the OPV can develop persistent

infections, shedding highly neurovirulent poliovirus for years (MacLennan et al, 2004).

The known number of persistently infected persons is small and the actual number of poliovirus shedders cannot be determined at

the present time. But persistently infected individuals pose a serious health threat once vaccination has been terminated. These

complications have led a panel of experts to recommend the development of novel anti-polio drugs for the control of poliomyelitis

(National Research Council, 2006).”
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Linking to a reference from Dr. Mercola's "Turtles All The Way Down: Vaccine Science and Myth,": MUST-READ BOOK ASKS: WHY,

AFTER 7 DECADES, DON'T WE HAVE PROOF VACCINES PROVIDE MORE BENEFIT THAN RISK? Whether you are a healthcare

professional, a parent of a young child or someone who wishes to productively engage in the vaccine debate sweeping the world

today, this book is a must-read. "Turtles All The Way Down: Vaccine Science and Myth" became the Lrst vaccine-critical book to

receive a positive review from a mainstream medical journal.

Criticism of Ronel and Elisha came swiftly from the medical establishment, but as Mary Holland, the book's editor and president

and general counsel of Children's Health Defense states in the book's foreword: "His assessment of the book stands today,

unscathed: in the three years since its publication (in Hebrew), no professional in medicine or medical science has succeeded in

refuting the book's claims." The reason why the information offered in the book has not yet been refuted is simple.

The book's over 1,200 citations refer only to major scientiLc journals and health agencies such as the CDC, FDA, and WHO. The

book is still relevant. Instead of listing the obvious failures of the current COVID-19 vaccine campaigns, "Turtles All The Way Down"

offers a compelling explanation for why we should have predicted the vaccines' failure from the start, but didn't.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/turtles-all-the-way-down-vaccine-s..  (08/15/22)
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Is the Latest Polio Scare Actually Caused by the Vaccine?
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

The New York health department is urging residents to get vaccinated against polio

after the virus was found in wastewater samples from two different counties

)

In June 2022, a 20-year-old in Rockland County was diagnosed with vaccine-derived

poliovirus paralysis. The patient had not been vaccinated against polio

)

Many developing countries still use an oral polio vaccine that contains live virus,

which then spreads to others in the community. When vaccination rates are low, the

spread of vaccine-poliovirus can cause the virus to mutate back into a paralytic form

)

The U.S. uses only inactivated injectable polio vaccine that does not spread communally. The inactivated polio vaccine prevents paralysis,

but not infection. So, even those who have received the inactivated version can be infected by a vaccine-derived poliovirus, and can spread

it to others

)

Almost all modern-day polio cases are caused by the vaccine strains. India’s polio eradication campaign in 2011 caused 47,500 cases of

vaccine-induced polio paralysis — a condition that is twice as deadly as wild polio

)
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I contracted two different forms of Polio, known as Spinal and Bulbar, at the same time. This was right before the Polio vaccine

came out. The best way to describe my experience is that it was like being trapped motionless inside a corpse for several weeks,

after which they Lnally noticed a tear and eyelid movement. During this time, the virus was destroying up to 80% of the neurons in

my upper spine, and eating away at my mid brain. The spinal form affects muscle control and the Bulbar affects breathing. But, I

survived due to a natural process they called "sprouting". This is where the remaining surviving neurons grow "sprouts" that then

re-innervate and take up the load that was formerly carried by the destroyed neurons.

A good percentage of us went on to live perfectly normal lives. But, a "time bomb" had been laid, little did we know. As GUI says, 20

to 40 years later these "sprouts" and the overloaded neurons that drive muscles and also support brain function, begin to wear out

due to aging and stress and overuse. This is called Post Polio Syndrome or PPS and mostly affects people who had more severe

cases but then fully recovered. Neuronal depletion with age is normal. But, many Polio survivors do not have enough "spares" to

last a lifetime and so symptoms of Polio start to reappear.

We don't have a latent virus and it's just the overloaded "circuits" burning out. My right Phrenic nerve suddenly stopped working in

1995, resulting in a paralyzed diaphragm and so I only have one working lung now. They couldn't call it CFS any more. LOL But, no

big deal. I still can walk 3 to 5 miles every day. The DDT theory is interesting, however. I lived in Chicago, but came down with Polio

symptoms right after a weekend trip to a relative's farm in Michigan. A year or so later, I was given the Polio vaccine in school.

They never asked if I already had Polio. Being neurologically challenged, I will never take the Covid jab. I really like my other lung.
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Very grateful, NASA, for exposing your experience with poliomyelitis and it comforts me that you have had a lot of willpower to

continue living with an acceptable quality of life, as you say the years have an answer in the neuronal circuits and muscular

integrity, but it's reassuring that you keep going: "I can still walk 3-5 miles every day." Your experience also links to the DDT theory

that you Lnd interesting. In relation to its symptoms, spinal poliomyelitis is the most frequent and is characterized by waccid

paralysis of the muscles innervated by the motor neurons of the spinal cord. Bulbar polio is the result of the destruction of neurons

in the brainstem and can be fatal by causing respiratory or heart failure. I wish you long life and hope to live it in the best possible

way.
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Thanks GUI. I wish you a long and happy life as well. You are a beacon of light in these dark times, and a wealth of valuable

knowledge.
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Indeed, "polio" was completely fake. Both major "polio" outbreaks coincided with major pesticide use, and past "polio" cases were

far more prevalent in the areas of England where "polio vaccination" was done! All "viruses" are clearly fake, and all "vaccines" are

merely worse than useless toxic, by stupid/malicious design, drugs!
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Fight vaxxine induced Polio with more vaxxines. Fight inwation by printing more money. Fight terrorism, drugs and crime by having open

borders. Well done "Biden Administration"! The story of Alice in Wonderland was much more sensible and sane. We are indeed ready for a

great reset, just NOT the one envisaged by the WEF.
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The only certain immunity granted by vaccines is that the manufacturers do not pay for the damage. The US vaccine market has a

large economic dimension with pharmaceutical companies working together with the US government to reap the proLts from the

chronic disease care required to treat the harm that vaccines inwict on adults. , adolescents and children, infants. The US

Department of Health and Human Services has amassed millions in vaccine tax “revenue” that sits in a fund called the Vaccine

Injury Compensation Trust Fund. This fund is used to keep parents calm after their children are violently injured by vaccine toxins

that can literally destroy the central nervous system, immune system, and brain. There is a special tax on all vaccines, which are

recommended by the CDC. Taxpayers are forced to pay into a bribe fund and a small portion of the injuries to innocent children

who are crippled by vaccine toxins.
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Stephjask - Good insight and understanding. "Cause and Effect." TPTB subscribe band-aids on the effects, never addressing the

"root cause."   I strive to get people to question the narrative and "think"  do some study/research.  “The eye see only what the mind

is prepared to comprehend.” Robertson Davies.  If one has not prepared their mind to comprehend the truth, how will they ever see

it? I label those people who don’t study and research, who defend the narratives,  the “Not-Sees.”   “Not-Sees” are part of the

problem, not part of the solution.
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Suspect everyone may want to read this opinion piece in an Indian Publication online: "Why Are Indians So Angry at Bill Gates?"

The latest backlash against the Gates Foundation in India is the result of years’ worth of concerns raised by human rights activists

and civil society - - thediplomat.com/2021/06/why-are-indians-so-angry-at-bill-gates/  - - This information barely makes it to the

west, and seems the BMGF nearly dominates the Indian farming and agrarian society.
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Early 50’s, kept home from school on polio vaccination day. Late 60’s vaccinated day in and day out during boot camp. Late 90’s

contracted HCV. Come to Lnd out they used a live hep C virus back in late 60’s, many ex-military during 70’s, 80’s and 90’s died from HCV,

the campaign was that the servicemen used drugs, so deserved it. If memory serves over 50,000 died from HCV amongst servicemen

throughout many militaries around the world. I posted it once and will post it again. A doctor who monitored me after a transplant almost

list the top of his head when he observed one if the highest virus loads, millions, reduce to around 100,000 in a month. What did you do?

No idea. Later as I learned more I attributed it to pH and reading that virus cannot survive or take hold in an alkaline environment.

I had started juicing beets back at the doctors exclamation. Of course I have noticed in recent years the ?’ have removed the alkalizing

effects from beets. I assume Monsanto succeeded in replacing all members of the organic committee. pH, during the big scare around

the 1920’s the scare was addressed with baking soda,; but know what your doing, too much and bye bye. pH must be monitored. Went to

a family reunion of all vaccinated individuals, I got sick after, carriers(?); but nebulizing, added a drop of iodine to 1/8 cup batch, baking

soda, sodium ascorbate, zinc, quercetin, NAC and it hasn’t been any worse than a congested bad cold. Put your vaccines where the sun

don’t shine. Alcohol acidiLes, test your urine, keep it alkaline and live free.
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Interesting experience, ghLnn. Health oUcials reported unexplained cases of severe hepatitis in children as young as 10 years old.

The researchers found that COVID-19 vaccines trigger innate immune suppression that could lead to liver disease, but it's not clear

whether children with hepatitis received the vaccine. In a press release, Graham Cooke, professor of infectious diseases at

Imperial College London, suggested that if hepatitis was caused by COVID-19, "it would be surprising not to see it more widely

distributed across the country given the high prevalence of hepatitis." (COVID-19) right now.” Possible links to COVID-19 injections

appear not to have been widely explored yet, even though injections have previously been associated with the development of

hepatitis.

However, British health oUcials said none of the affected children had received a COVID-19 vaccine. A case report involving a

previously healthy 47-year-old man demonstrates conclusive evidence that COVID-19 injections can trigger hepatitis.

"Immune-mediated hepatitis with the Moderna vaccine," the researchers wrote in the Journal of Hepatology in October 2021, "is no

longer coincidental, but conLrmed." The man featured in the case report received his Lrst Moderna COVID-19 vaccine on April 26,

2021.

Three days later, he developed malaise and jaundice, a yellowish discoloration of the skin that can occur if the liver does not

process the blood cells. red eUciently. ; it is a hallmark of hepatitis and a symptom experienced by some of the children listed

above. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/kids-hepatitis-covid-shots-cola/  (04/27/22)
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ghLnn, Noticing this recent interview with Dr Robt Young by Maria Zee is getting more views, you may enjoy listening to it

especially the last third of the interview - - "Dr. Robert Young - “Viruses Don’t Exist” Explained, Nanotech Inside People is a Weapon"

- - www.bitchute.com/.../sXNh6P2xnRnz  ~ ~ ~ ~(Dr. Young has written quite a few books, including The pH Miracle) From what I

remember from a documentary 2 years ago, seems the US military's wawed Anthrax vaxxn killed about 35,000 and injured about 1

million servicepeople over its 17 year use. And more went on before then, as the US military has a long history of "testing" shots on

its own troops.
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Why do we need a vaccine anyway?  Dr. Klenner cured 60 cases of polio with intravenous vitamin C before there was any vaccine.

orthomolecular.org/.../2007-v22n01-p031.pdf
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I haven’t vaccinated any of my children age 25, 22, 20 and 5 months old. My 20 year old went into health care and was forced to get

all her vaccines to work. My adult children can monitor their nutrition and take large doses of Vit C to combat this but how do I

protect my exclusively breast fed 5 month old? If everyone starts getting the Polio vax and she does not, won’t she be highly

susceptible to get the paralyzing live virus which is what is suggested the NY guy has? What is the best way to protect her?
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Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM
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We don't need vaccines. The Drug Companies need them to generate endless proLts from human misery.
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quantumfome
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When I was 5 yr old, in 1953, I was given polio vaccine in a sugar cube. It caused me to get polio. If it had not been for my tireless

Grandmother and a medicine women, that pulled my twisting leg back in place (hour after hour) day after day, I would be crippled today.

My memories of that time are not the pain, but of watching the kids stop at my window to say hello on their way to school and back.

Doctors today say you can not get the disease from a vaccine, I am living proof that it happens and it happens to me over and over. I will

NEVER take another vaccine.
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I woke up one morning unable to get out of bed... paralyzed. I was about Lve, I think, 1950 or 51. After a while Dad came to check

on me, "Why aren't you getting up?" We rushed off the see the doctor who thought it was a touch of polio. This was a few years

before the sugar cubes being passed out at school.
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Dr. Suzanne Humphries's book, Dissolving Illusions, is the best book on the history of vaccines and has a chapter on polio. It is one of the

books that changed my mind about vaccines forever.
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Yes, Humphries book is an excellent read!
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Joined On 3/27/2012 5:30:50 PM
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The Covid Scam is not over. People in the U.S. are being lulled into a false sense of normalcy with the new CDC "Covid Pandemic Exit

Strategy" guidelines: childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/cdc-reversal-covid-guidance-covid-..

 childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/cdc-streamline-covid-guidance-disr..  . But the truth is, they are doubling down. In Germany, they

have instituted a new vaccine passport and it is horrifying. Basically, your passport expires if you have not had a Covid vaccine within the

past 3 months. So, if you had all 4 Covid shots (primary series and 2 boosters), your passport is expired if that 4th shot was more than 3

months ago: www.lifesitenews.com/news/germany-announces-color-coded-vaccine-passpo..  .
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Right? Even if the attack of the killer virus's campaign were to be abandoned today, the whole rest of the machine is still in place. It

is the digital madness being pursued. So are the 1% running the digital side of things trying to usurp the oil/Lnance crown? Seems

to be somewhat of a split and power struggle while attempting to maintain the current power structures. If we don't build

independence Locally, there will little to no way to practice healthy living, proper use of resources. The Predator$ attack Doc

because they can't compete without a cheat. (They would cheat no matter what anyway.)
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The viral scam has been used for thousands of years to wage war. They will not stop because it gives the ruling class control and

boat loads of money. Speaking of boats and money, Scurvy was cured by a boat captain by bring some limes on board. The

medical elites at the time swore it was a contagion.
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If you listen to Dr Wodarg, Bakdi, and others there's a cozy relationship between high level WHO members and the German govt

health agency. This could be a needed wake-up call, expect it will topple much of their supposed "science" - if you listen to recent

Corona committee interviews, interesting signs of dissent. Dr. Malone and others have reviewed reported data from Israel and

other heavily vaxxed countries like Portugal, and elsewhere seems the third shot has shown a big increase in injuries, the 4th dose

goes negative within a short time frame and may as well be called a kill shot with serious injuries. Toxins accumulate in the human

body, (tell me something new?) But for rigorous Germans who have a strong ethic and normally do not change positions easily or

quickly? Yikes!
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The Covid scam isn’t over at all it’s just regrouping. Check out the world travel Covid map at kayak.com. Travel choices remain very

limited for the unvaccinated and it’s still required to enter the USA. Yesterday Albert Bourla tested positive for Covid now today Jill

Biden - both are taking Paxlovid. Buckle up and stay healthy.
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No SomeMoe888, the shot is only required for entry into the US, UNLESS you are coming ILLEGALLY - then it's OK! PS those two

Aholes don't have sh!t. What they have is the inability to face up to the fact that covid is fading out and people are "FED" up. But

that never stops them from trying to double down and keep the wames lit. HOWEVER; that said MOST of America is basically

laughing at them.
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It's important to understand what happens when a case of polio is cured. What happens? NOTHING. I have friends and family members

who have been cured of polio. That is to say, "the cause of their ongoing damage (labelled polio) has been arrested." No more ongoing

damage is occurring. They are CURED of polio - and only suffer the consequences of the disease. But, their CURED status is ignored. Why

isn't it investigated? Perhaps because an investigation would determine the CAUSE that was arrested or addressed. But, our medical

systems function without a theory of cure - and are not interested in investigating cure-cause of disease. After all, preventatives, like

vaccines, sell much better than cures.
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Yes Tracy, The evidence is that the Rockefeller family, in many ways, has laid the foundation for modern medicine as we know it,

funding the research they favored, the medical school curricula that helped them shape medicine. think in a way that will help them

earn more money. Fear-based medicine, not science-based medicine, is what is pushed by the CDC and the FDA promoted by

globalist elites. Western medicine has misled most Americans into believing that they will easily die from infectious diseases if

they don't get all the shots. Most natural remedies, supplements, superfoods, and herbal tinctures don't come with a list of

warnings, side effects, serious allergic reactions, adverse events, and serious injuries like vaccines deLnitely do.

Vaccines carry dire warnings. Luckily there are people who are opening their eyes. These angry people who have lost loved ones,

who have suffered from vaccine damage and will go directly to doctors and nurses, media people and probably local

parliamentarians - But in the case of polio. we have as always the “saviors”, the Rotary Foundation launched the “Global Polio

Eradication Initiative (GPEI)”, with the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation as the main funding institute.

With billions of dollars spent on GEPI globally, with many intensive campaigns to inoculate people, especially children, with OPV,

we are inoculating the world with more vaccine-derived poliovirus in the wild. Let's attack the immune system, the theory of the

terrain and discard the maneuvers supported by the theory of germs. Immunity comes from lifestyle, from naturally nourishing

your own systemnot from pharmaceuticals. all previous human societies would have disappeared from Earth if humans were not

internally equipped with an overwhelmingly powerful immune system.
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you nailed it. keep em sick and clamoring for the "doctors".
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Nothing to do with polio but the truth is also now revealed about the 1918 Spanish Flu pandemic, which was not a naturally occurring

virus but the result of tinkering with vaccines. www.unz.com/lromanoff/the-1918-rockefeller-us-army-worldwide-pandemic/

 www.lewrockwell.com/2020/07/gary-g-kohls/the-true-story-of-the-1918-so..   A great little video on vaccine secrets.

childrenshealthdefense.org/vaccine-secrets
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I remember reading in my youth that scientist in the 1400’s were pushing the “too many people” agenda. So its been around for

some time.
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Also: MUST-READ BOOK ASKS: WHY, AFTER 7 DECADES, DON’T WE HAVE PROOF VACCINES PROVIDE MORE BENEFIT THAN

RISK? Whether you are a healthcare professional, a parent of a young child or someone who wishes to productively engage in the

vaccine debate sweeping the world today, this book is a must-read.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/turtles-all-the-way-down-vaccine-s..  (08/15/22)
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I read that even during the polio scare it was known that 95% or more polio exposures had no serious or even discernible disease. Maybe

95% is low (I don’t think we know these things accurately ever). Polio moreover has never disappeared from wastewater or from nature.

And of course they leak into each other. Years ago we took our kids to the circus at Madison Square Garden. I was disconcerted by the

slow crawl through packed tunnels. One question in my mind was exposure to germs from this oh so dirty crowd. The horror! Guess

what? None of us unvaxxed got sick. It’s called “immune system.” I think Dr. Mercola mentions it from time to time. I picked up on that!

When I got COVID at age 70 it was over in 3 days.

If I had freaked and gone to the ER I would not have returned! I missed the chance to end my life with 5 doses of remdesivir and tube up

my nose and down into a lung. Now I’m immune for life with no mRNA written into my genome, no spike proteins in my brain and gonads.

My strategy? Do nothing. Not quite. I listened to Dr. Mercola about seed oils, we use only Moroccan olive oil, I lost 30 pounds since

getting booted from my job. Retired. Walk 2.5 mi daily (booted from gym, too). Like some sort of plant on legs: full sun every beautiful

summer day. We take meals in our porch and wave at the same dogs walking their people. They really do look like each otherthat’s what

viruses are for.
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The DPT vaccine is also associated with paralytic polio around the same time as DDT before the OPV came out. The polio epidemics were

not simple viral infections and if a virus was involved, it was a virus in a toxic environment created by the industries that have proLted

immensely ever since then, that claim to keep us safe from what they have circulating non stop these days. What happened to me when

my a few hours after the DPT booster paralytic polio encephalitis was "cured" is a case of salmonella paratyphoid dysentary that also

almost killed me, an autism diagnosis (1949, imagine that) and a slowly recovering eye and hip that are rather weak 73 years later.

I experienced post polio in the 1980s and joined a group for post polio that was pretty clueless about nutrition and natural health

modalities. I didn't know about the DPT connection until A Shot in the Dark came out and my mother told me about the DPT vaccine

booster preceding my convulsions, etc. by a few hours. The Lrst shot had me screaming 20 hours a day with encephalopathy,

misdiagnosed as severe colic, which is not an unusual thing for doctors who have been miseducated about vaccination to tell parents.

Most of the symptoms and damages related to DPT in its various versions as well as DDT. Post polio, well polio is quite a trauma and for

a child or infant the experience is terrifying deep down at a time when the nervous system, etc is developing. I am still recovering and

would have been dead a long time ago if I hadn't ditched mainstream medical b.s.

Self care cuts into my life a lot but I wouldn't have a life at all without a very healthy diet and lifestyle, lots of research and some great

alternative practitioners and trainings. And I knew within seconds that we had another marketing campaign where the industry had just

gotten a bit farther in their attempts to totally violate any morals to suck up all the winnings possible, laying most of the expense on the

public for a huge deadly fraud.
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Have you read The. Moth in the Iron Lung? Fascinating. Pesticides are the root cause. www.amazon.com/.../1717583679
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njlady
Joined On 11/21/2006 8:03:31 PM
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We would line up in school to get our sugar cube vax, then go home and follow the mosquito truck and it's DDT cloud down the street on

our bikes.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

OMG we did too (Dearborn Michigan)!!! Yayyyyy no more mosquitos (Michigan has whoppers!!) - unfortunately no more birds, bees

or us. Did you ever read "Silent Spring" by Rachel Carson? DDT was sprayed everywhere! Remember going to the drive in (movies)

with your family? Yep! Here comes the DDT fogger truck! Those were the days weren't they? Sugar cubes, going out to play with

your girl friend until the street lights came on, my easy bake oven that could have easily burned the house down!, my mean mean

brothers doing awful things!!  .....and DDT! LOTS of DDT!  Look at all the things people today miss!  (if we don't laugh, we'll just cry! )
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Yes Red, and yet we survived...lol
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, the globalist elite have been poisoning us for many years. Studies have indicated that indoor spraying with DDT causes high

levels of human exposure. DDT is very likely to cause intergenerational damage. Toxic effects of direct exposure to DDT in humans

include developmental abnormalities, reproductive diseases, neurological diseases, and cancer. Exposure to the DDT metabolite

DDE (dichlorodiphenyldichloroethane) also promotes abnormal human health effects, such as childhood diabetes and obesity. The

use of DDT is unacceptable. It must fend off concerns about the intergenerational effects it will cause.

onlinelibrary.wiley.com/.../jandrol.106.001701  .---- www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0140673601053296  .-----

academic.oup.com/.../2913531  .--- www.med.navy.mil/Portals/62/Documents/NMFA/NMCPHC/root/Environmental%2..  .-----

www.degruyter.com/.../html  .--- ehp.niehs.nih.gov/.../ehp.1103862  .--- The research, which was published April 14 in the Cancer

Epidemiology, Biomarkers & Prevention Journal, is the latest in a series of Lndings generated from a relatively unique study that

began in the 1960s, when DDT was widely used.

Researchers obtained blood samples from women in their third trimester of pregnancy and also just after they gave birth to

determine their DDT exposure. More than 15,000 women seeking obstetric care at the Kaiser Foundation Health Plan in the San

Francisco Bay Area from 1959 to 1967 were included in the original study.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Previous Lndings showed that daughters of the women who had more DDT in their blood had a much heightened risk for breast

cancer and increased prevalence of obesity, while sons had heightened risks for testicular cancer. The new analysis marks the Lrst

conLrmation that the granddaughters of those women with DDT in their blood samples drawn decades ago also have a higher risk

for obesity as well as early menstruation. These conditions are related to cardiometabolic problems such as insulin resistance,

impaired glucose tolerance, and high blood pressure, and increased risk for breast cancer and some other cancers.

Julia Brody, directora ejecutiva y cientLca snior del Silent Spring Institute, se hizo eco de los sentimientos de Cohn. “Esta es una

seal de que los productos qumicos txicos son un problema multigeneracional similar al cambio climtico”, le dijo a Sierra.

Necesitamos pruebas cada vez ms exhaustivas para excluir el uso de carcingenos y proteger mejor la salud pblica, dijo Brody.

www.sierraclub.org/sierra/long-lasting-health-impacts-ddt-highlighted-..  (2021)
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Of course, the microbiome is linked to many diseases, including Alzheimer's. Exposure to pesticides, as well as some metals and

solvents, has been shown to have a detrimental effect on people. In fact, recent research points to the disturbing possibility that

late-onset Alzheimer's disease may be caused by exposure to dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane DDT. Researchers from Rutgers

University and Emory University compared the blood of 86 people diagnosed with Alzheimer's disease with that of 79 healthy

people. Both groups were similar in age and background. The results of their tests showed that the levels of DDT in the blood of

Alzheimer's patients were about 3.8 times higher than those of the healthy group. www.medicalnewstoday.com/.../271774
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njlady
Joined On 11/21/2006 8:03:31 PM
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Hi Gui I'm guessing that back when I was a kid, we had stronger immune systems than the kids today simply because we were

exposed to less chemicals and garbage food, and we were very active. I read the lifespan is actually decreasing instead of

increasing. I feel sorry for the young today..their world is a real mess, but they really don't know it.
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Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Scary stuff. That reminds me living in Johore in semi jungle 1952, my dad, working at the Navy hospital on Singapore, would bring

home a DDT 'bomb' to release in our living room and we just sat there and breathed the stuff while it spread. We were fortunately

ok  but one kid I knew on the troopship home had a leg in an iron from 'polio'.
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

YES! i remember some of the kids doing that and it was encouraged! (my parents said NO WAY to us thank goodness). But of

course the spray cloud (at least in my town) was a "fun" PINK color - what better than that to attract the kiddos? sick. Did it smell

like bubble gum too? you really wonder if that had anything to do with skeeters at all or more to do with sterilization attempts or

lung disease, cancer or whatever else they wanted to "sell".  Indeed.
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Joined On 11/8/2016 7:27:45 AM
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An important factor left out in articles online about this polio case is whether this 20 year old man, otherwise healthy, is an illegal alien. I

suspect that he is, but the left wing media will not report that fact, because it will undermine their acceptance in New York of all illegal

aliens, due to their sanctuary status. Sanctuary means LAWLESS. They refuse to enforce or abide by immigration laws of the United

States and are letting unvaccinated, and many times, very contagious people with multiple diseases, into the United States. Screened

legal immigrants have been checked for such things to protect American citizens.

Illegal aliens break the laws, and have not been checked in any way! I'd say Polio is far worse than covid-19. I know some have

tuberculosis, dengue fever, and even leprosy. So polio is only one of many diseases having a resurgence in the U.S. due to illegal

immigration. Leftist communist administrations (both Democrat and Republican) that support illegal immigration hate the American

people and don't care if such aliens bring disease, crime, and other bad things to this nation. Why would they? These are the same people

Lne with killing off Americans with the fake covid vaxxes.
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Well stated!! We need another Ellis island and CLOSE the border to illegals! Just as in the days of Ellis Island - those LEGALLY

coming into the country ARE checked and if necessary quarantined!! I saw a program last night on Fentanyl - which I didn't even

know was a thing!! Its killing Americans at an alarming rate!! That cr*p is MADE in communist China and imported through our

porous southern border! Polio is TERRIBLE! FAR worse than their BS covid malarkey! Growing up it was THE scourge!!! And it had

been virtually eradicated in the US along with TB, smallpox, and the other horrors being brought in by these illegals! American's are

being attacked in every way possible. And now they are bringing in 87,000 goons with guns in case you missed a comma in your

taxes. Its all connected! VOTE like the life of you and your loved ones depend on it, because it DOES - in November!
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...and the govt loves that fact. the more disease they spread the better who are you kidding. keep em clamoring for the doctors -

make big pharma even richer and let the middle class pay for it all too. Indeed the process used to be comp different - on the East

coast they had to go through Ellis Island and the screening there was THOROUGH! and they quarantined them if necessary, but not

as some kind of punishment. This country is really no different that it always was - it's just so blatantly obvious now and the

administration doesn't even try to hide their own Treason and crimes. They don't care! If you don't like it, too bad. It's just getting so

out of control. So glad im old.
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We now know enough not to trust ANY vaccine! My kids were vaccinated for measles and got measles anyhow! In fact, Dr Stefan Lanka

of Germany won in his country's supreme court, proving there is no such virus in the Lrst place! And of course we know just how

disastrous the POLIO vaccine was, causing many kids to be paralyzed, etc. Then I read, and I bet it would be (good) news to Mercola

readers, that polio has a NATURAL cure, namely, as per Dr. Neveu, magnesium chloride! As simple as that.
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science detached from greed is remarkable!
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People did not begin losing conLdence in government with the vaxine. It started many years before that. There was Kent State when I was

living in the MidWest. My husband was a veteran of foreign wars and stated he could not believe Ohio national guard troops were given

live ammunition in such circumstances. Fate had ordered my life in such a manner that I spoke with Randy and Sara Weaver after Ruby

Ridge. The govt told so many outrageous lies about this family to portray them as some kind of wierdos. They needed an excuse for

murdering Vicki and the baby. They were “different” in many ways, but I found Sara to be quite mature for her age.

Then, there was My Lai. My history teacher told us he had known Lt. William Calley personally for many years and had no idea what had

caused his mind to snap at that moment. Political indoctrination can do that to a person. A relative living in Texas Llled me in on the

details of the Waco incident. I watched Oregon Governor Kate Brown’s atrocities for many years and was saddened at the murder of Levoy

Finnicum. I believe he wed the vehicle in an attempt to draw Lre away from its other occupants. My neighbor had a parent who worked for

the CIA and committed suicide when he became disillusioned with how his work was being used and what he had been asked to do.

He left the US shortly after the Patriot Act was passed. We no longer know his whereabouts. I sometimes wonder how it is that my

circumstances have placed me in close proximity to many of these people at certain points in history how it is that that employment just

happened to transfer us to some areas during these times. -Or perhaps, it was impossible to avoid exposure if so many things were

happening all around the country. -continued-
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-continued- Like many people, I have lost the innocent childish patriotism I once had for our country when we would start each

school day with a prayer and the pledge of allegiance. I still think America is the greatest country on the face of the earth—not that

we are perfect. It is because of the people, not their government. Yet, I no longer trust the alphabet agencies—the CDC, FDA, NIH,

IRS, FBI, CIA... My heart grieves for many of the sincere and dedicated employees who try to do honest work. I think it will get

much worse for quite a while. There seems to be such an irrational obsession with getting needles into arms that it cannot be

about health. A lot of people realize that many things are not right.
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OMG Almond - your posts are always so on target. You and I have seen so much - From that day in elementary school (I was

walking to the band room for band practice, it was 2:30 in the afternoon when it came on the school pa, that President Kennedy

was dead) THAT was the day I lost my innocence. I was a young child thinking about how Caroline and John John's daddy would

not be coming home.... I lost my big brother to Agent Orange in 2012, Mike had been in Vietnam 1967-1968 and the government

waited for him to die.

Hey hey LBJ! How many kids ya killed today!! Remember that? I was at the University of Michigan when we got the news about

Kent State... And the broken and beaten heads at the Chicago democratic convention (Won't you please come to Chicago, if you

care (CSN&Y))- I remember my mom coming in to wake me for school - she was crying - they killed Bobby. Nixon's COINTELPRO ---

By the time the 18 volumes of lies came out - aka the Warren commission report - I no longer had ANY faith in the government.

So by "nein-eleven" I immediately smelled a giant government rat, and that rat runs free to this day, and has only fed on the

carcasses of American dead. And when John Fitz Kennedy Jr (he was John John when we were growing up) started to look like he

was going to get into politics and was naming names already - they took care of him too. They killed our president, his brother, his

son, Dr, King, John Lennon, - just for a start. All we are saying, is give peace a chance..... God Bless, Almond Cindy
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Dissent and critical thought are the highest forms of patriotism! Submission to God, and suspicion of all others until

cross-examined by the light of truth .
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It has been accepted mainstream news for at least 3 years now, that more polio cases are caused by the vaccine than the "wild type:. E.g.,

this article on ABCnews.com: abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/polio-cases-now-caused-vaccine-wild-vi..
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This excellent article found on duckduckgo.  High dose vitamin C for polio.

anh-usa.org/frederick-r-klenner-m-d-the-originator-of-successful-high-..
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I received oral polio vaccine in the 1950s at school, in Indianapolis. I still remember it; we were all just going through whatever it was in

line, like the military or something. The nurse said, "open your mouth," I did, and she squirted a blue liquid in there. I was absolutely

shocked that she would do that to me without telling me or asking permission, and I was just a kid then. Now -- I would back up and say,

"Why?" and absolutely refuse. I'm surprised I didn't spit it out then, but know now what would have ensued, which would have been

coercion and yet another full dose.
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For us - I think I was in 5th grade - they lined us all up and we all got a sugar cube (I don't recall any "blueness")! Being sugar, kids

were quite anxious to line up. Back in those days I don't recall anything about mom and dad signing anything, or having any kind of

a permission slip to give to the nurse. Besides it was the government and like cops back then, could do no wrong! And the

government gave us our magic desks that protected us from wash burns, million degree heat, blast over pressure and radiation!

(What do you do when you see the wash, boys and girls!? What does Bert the Turtle do???) What could go wrong!! It was a very

different time! When all the milk in Michigan got dumped because of Strontium 90 (fallout contamination from atmospheric

nuclear tests in Nevada), and we had to drink that nasty powdered milk - that was just the government protecting us! I guess

Michigan was a kinder - gentler version than the nurse just saying open you your yap kid! Did you know they gave us all the

polyoma virus (SIV-40 based)?

Nixon who was the vice president under Ike, was running the show. You and I got the Sabin (oral) the SALK was GIVING kids polio,

and it killed Salk's grand child and gave one polio!! THAT is why the Salk shot went away and they came up with the Sabin oral!

YOU MUST (please please) read "Dr. Mary's Monkey" by Edward T. Haslam. Wonder why the explosion of soft tissue cancers????

Wonder why history is the way it is, and they have gotten away with everything today? READ that book! (please).
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More like an attempt to hide Covid "vaccine" side effects by the powers that be with imaginary viruses and diseases.
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I don't think it's polio we have to worry about. I think smallpox is coming. The monkeypox outbreak is catching Lre and they are being

hush hush about it. I know about it from private contacts in the medical Leld. They use one of two smallpox vaccines for monkeypox and

both can shed the virus of the vaccinated if not strictly quarantined for 30 days. One(not sure which) is much more contagious than the

other, but no one knows which one is being given out. Smallpox will kill 50% infected. The US has stockpiled over 100 million doses so

you can bet your bottom dollar this is coming very soon.
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IF YOU HAVE THE SMALLPOX VACCINE, YOU WILL NOT GET MONEKYPOX...M-O-N-E-Y-P-O-X ACTUALLY! PER SEVERAL DOCTORS

IN AFRICA WHO HAVE FOR YEARS TREATED THE POX, (fb REMOVED THE ARTICLE ALONG WITH GOOGLE) BUT THEY STATED

THAT THE MSM/CDC/WHO ARE ALL ONLY SHOWING PICTURES OF SEVERE CASES. THEY STATED THAT MOST INFECTIONS IS

BARLEY NOTICEABLE.
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Just like the Sabin polio oral (that yummy sugar cube in 5th grade??) - many also got the Salk (Like Elvis Presley), many kids GOT

polio from it!! every kid also got the smallpox poke poke poke, a little later, very early teens (you got a little scar on your left arm -

that is there for the rest of your life - I still have mine). Smallpox had been effectively eradicated! This is so gross - but now I

understand what they were doing - they were digging up corpses that had died of smallpox!! They are bringing it BACK! My bet ANY

"new" smallpox (or polio) vaccine will be another mRNA type horror show to kill, maim, cause infertility, and inject people with

nano-particles.
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...yet the brainwashed morons will be clamoring to line up for it - give me more please! maybe they are also putting some kind of

addictive ingredients in those things - seems like it to me that some people can't WAIT for the next vax mandate. it's actually

almost comical. almost.
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I remember as a very young child being taken to obtain a Polio vaccine, standing in line for what to me was a very long time and my

parents giving some signed papers to people and at the end receiving a cube of sugar, Then we went home and I was told I would not get

Polio because the vaccine was in the sugar cube. I do know my parents were very scared of Polio and what it could do to children and

were also afraid of large bodies of water, since that is where all the people had received polio had been shortly before they became sick.
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DDT was sprayed over the water (including kids in swimming pools) because they thought that polio came from mosquitos.
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I don't remember having any papers, but might have been. We all lined up in 5th grade, and were told we were going to get a sugar

cube and we would never get polio! Kids were more than happy to stand in that line. Do you remember how we all carried our

"March of Dimes" can with us trick or treating? Everyone was terriLed of polio and they showed pictures of kids in those horrid

"iron lungs" in Life Magazine and on TV (that small black and white type). No one talked about cancer, it was ALL polio!!!   Have you

read "Dr. Mary's Monkey" by Edward T. Haslam? You really should read it. It explains so much and why we are where we are now in

history, and why there is/was such an explosion of soft tissue cancers, in our generation. Take care.
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a different view of the polio vaccine, if you have any comments about this, I am very interested! How vaccines train the immune system in

ways no one expected | Christine Stabell Benn www.youtube.com/watch
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Vaccine studies comparing the vaccinated vs the unvaccinated show vaccines don't work and are a disaster and complete and utter

fraud. vaxxter.com/new-survey-of-vaccine-free-group-exposes-long-term-impact-..
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The B.S. will end only when the people stop eating it up.
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There will always be foolish people who will believe lies. "You can fool some of the people all the time." The B.S. will only stop

when such people spewing it are thrown from power by righteous people who love the truth.
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Maybe the best vaccine is NO Vaccines....My wise Mother took me over to the neighbours house to expose me to Mumps..so I had a

week out of school and ate home made chicken noodle soup..scratched a bit and grew up a bit more knowing my body had build up a

natural immunity...........same with measles....... Your Body build natural immunizes every day .... why put anything into the body? injecting

stuff is a permanent thing......can't be removed.....kinda like playing Russian Roulette with a fully loaded gun..............
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Please provide proven natural remedies to protect against and treat polio if we aren't interested in the shot and get exposed... Thanks
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Dr. Mercola
Joined On 12/21/1997 7:06:45 PM

You need to treat the cause. In the case of polio it does not appear to be caused by the polio virus but by heavy metal exposure

from pesticides like DDT so key would be prevention and to only eat organic foods.
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Fourcauses
Joined On 1/23/2021 10:37:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Something strange: The supposed engineered-oral-polio-virus, a weakened but live virus, used by Big-Pharma today was developed in

1950's. Also, the supposed virus-puriLcation-method, a toxic centrifuge extractioning, used by Big Pharma today was also developed

before that. That's a long time for any technology to last, unchanged, without becomming obsolete by some other technological species,

especially by now in this Big-Tech age. Both the supposed speciLc engineered-oral-polio-virus strain of the 1950's and the supposed

virus-puriLcation-method from before that are from long times ago, yet remain unchallenged, as technological innovation, to this very

day.

Isn't that strange? They dominate in fact. As supposed viruses are impossible to see and prove, and with Big Pharma in control of

everything-pharma, they probably feel safe with their dark secrets. It works, and without innovative pressures, why would they make any

basic alterations? They know they can get way with it, and they do. Seeing it that way, from a 10 000 foot view, suggests IT'S ALL MADE

UP. FAKE. ALL OF IT. ALL A HOAX. It's not like they lie about some things; Lying is their only way. Sooo obvious.
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Fourcauses
Joined On 1/23/2021 10:37:52 PM
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Things mutate when under pressure. Bill Gates trying to create a new type of polio vaccine means he is under pressure to do so,

fulLlling the point that things mutate under pressure! Bill Gates therefore would be the virus, to make a metaphor, but there are no

such things as viruses. So what's the "virus" for?
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MMaster
Joined On 8/14/2021 1:37:23 AM
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My midwife had a daughter who got Sabin. Her husband caught polio from their daughter and died. Check out a book called The Moth in

the Iron Lung for further information about the polio fraud. Vaccination doesn't drive mutation. Mutation happens. Vaccination empties

the Leld of the targeted variant, allowing the newer mutations to take hold through natural selection.
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM
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ha ha lol!! another JOKE! NY is soooooo corrupt, so are all other governments but NY (and CA) really take the prize. joke.
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scintilla1
Joined On 2/8/2008 4:50:12 AM
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Interesting that there was no 'transmission' in hospitals from these patients to others! Media and public attention had to be steered away

from this detail, in order to sell the much-touted vaccines. Ditto re natural treatments. In his e-book, Dr Levy mentions Dr. F.R. Klenner,

who pioneered anti-viral use of Vitamin C in the big polio epidemic a few decades ago. Of course the "authorities" did not endorse that

approach. So, unless people happened to know this one practitioner, the outcome was death or being conLned to an "iron lung" with total

paralysis. But because Klenner understood how the paralysis occurred, he Lgured out how to reverse it.

A Lve year-old girl with polio was already paralysed in both legs by the time she was brought to him. "Massage was given along with

vitamin C by injection. Within four days she was able to move both legs. She was sent home to continue the vitamin C orally at 1000 mg

every two hours. She walked by the eleventh day; the vitamin was stopped and B1 begun, only ten milligrams four times each day. She

was completely well by the 19th day after treatment had been started." Source: "Frederick R.Klenner M.D., The Originator of Successful

High-Dose Intravenous Vitamin C Therapy" (found a few years ago, on the American Orthomolecular Medicine website).

Mainstream continues to call I.V. vitamins dangerous quackery. But back when "SARS CoV-2" began to rage in Wuhan, Chinese doctors

developed a protocol that included I.V. Vitamin C. I remember seeing a photo of a big truck with Chinese characters on the side,

translated as identifying this shipment from the Vitamin C factory in China as destined for Wuhan. (I'm posting this again, because 'Edit'

does not work! I wanted to correct a wrong paragraph break and got a message that comment already exists, so correction did not show!

So deleted original to make one small correction.)
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scintilla1
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If the "original SARS-CoV-2 Wuhan strain has been mutated out of existence" why is it still in the so-called "Bivalent" vaccines now being

issued by Moderna and PLzer? Who'd even want that anymore? The other strain of 'covid' in this new vax is the early version of Omicron,

which has also already mutated.
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Fisher153
Joined On 5/9/2018 11:03:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

with 2M+ undocumented and unscreened immigrants crossing the border each year, is this a surprise??? no borders, no security, no

reason for govt existence.
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farmercist
Joined On 8/6/2007 8:53:55 AM
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Our "health authorities" always recommend injecting toxins to prevent disease caused by toxins. I hope by now, people realize that they

have zero credibility.
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lordbasil
Joined On 3/11/2007 1:57:54 PM
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Perhaps we should re-think the entire regulation of what the FDA approves and does not approve. I do not see adequate checks and

balances against human corruption here. For instance, the approved vaccine for COVID. It was brought out today that the actual vaccine

has never seen here in the USA. Instead they are using the emergency vaccines approved instead. Any time bureaus are involved in

government regulation it appears that corruption raises its ugly head. The idea of checks and balances is as old as the government itself.

Any agency that has not kept things simple is involved. Trump went after those agencies big time when Lrst elected. I maintain all these

agencies are in violation of the bill of rights.

Simply because they are far too complicated rule wise for a person of average intelligence to understand properly. No one man or woman

is capable of bringing these agencies back into compliance with the Bill of Rights. They are simply too powerful. Perhaps we should go

back to clear public records of everything occurring in the US Congress by every individual in both houses of Congress. Then we should

go back to no one group having a monopoly on what is news and what is not news. So that Dr. Mercola and others like him that expose

the corrupt underbelly of these agencies are in no danger.

We are a nation ruled by businesses for businesses. That in a sentence is what all of modern medicine is all about. If someone came up

with a pill that cured most of what is going around right now for 10 cents a pill. The reaction of the pharmacy industry would be dramatic

and immediate. Anyone prescribing said pill or distributing said pill would Lnd themself unlicensed to practice medicine. So expect

biological warfare. Because as long as it is proLtable, you may depend on the modern and powerful medical society to back it. Thus an

average medical bill in modern times may actually run into 100s of thousands of dollars. Lots of luck battling that.
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TexasGEEK
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You THINK the inwux or Illegal Aliens many bringing diseases not common to the US might have a been a major factor to exposing the

population at large to a greater risk of infection? No only do we have an OPEN border, but an unrestrained path to infection from unknown

individuals and areas around the WORLD. Polio, Tuberculosis are just a few that will see a rise. All to gain new voters at the expense of

the citizens.
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MsBean34
Joined On 5/28/2021 7:53:38 AM
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Time to join the Control Group? www.vcgwiki.com/index.php  I've joined this group. Perhaps will be helpful for those who refused the

jabs.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM
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POLIO!!!??? Am I back to my childhood!!!! Are kids going to carry around March of Dimes cans again at Halloween??? These scum

suckers need to be put down like a rabid dog. I got my Sabin sugar cube in 5th freaking grade! YOU M-U-S-T  ALL read "Dr. Mary's

Monkey" by Edward T. Haslam    ..... POLIO!!!!???????
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Are they going to ignore natural immunity like they did for Covid?
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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Absolutely!
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM
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"natural immunity" is a horriLc swear word to the powers that be.
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Sparky1856
Joined On 8/23/2021 3:26:14 PM
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A few months back I read an article that the CDC was warning doctors that they would be seeing more polio cases in the near future. My

guess is that they knew this would be a result from the shot
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N_b2054
Joined On 1/29/2021 3:17:38 PM
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My catch on this article is that people actually follow the maniac on twitter. He ends by saying something glorious: to help save US ALL.

He’s out on his yacht. He was kicked out of India for his polio debacle!!
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kmhoffva17gmail.com
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HE WAS ALSO KICKED OUT OF AFRICA FOR THE VERY SAME REASON.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM
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My father got polio in 1952, so some 15 years ago I looked to see if there was a cure. I found a CDC site which said chlorine dioxide cured

polio, on surfaces, I suppose it said. But I was so upset that he could have been cured, but wasn't. Now, chlorine dioxide is talked of on

the MMS, Jim Humble web sites, they also say it cures covid. I just tried to Lnd the CDC site, but I found could only Lnd this:

https://qplusnews.com/984
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VickyD.
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020202, there is a chlorine dioxide Telegram group you can join: t.me/saludprohibidaandreaskalcker . There's also a website:

http://www.andreaskalcker.com . And a forum held in English and Spanish: http://www.saludprohibida.com

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/16/2022 10:53:52 AM
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rmstock
Joined On 1/17/2022 9:03:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

crashrecovery.org/.../corona-protocol-4.txt

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/16/2022 12:37:50 PM
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Bunny3
Joined On 5/13/2008 5:25:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Polio has been found in the wastewater of Rockland County and in the NYC area. Rockland County residents have been drinking recycled

wastewater for years. How many people are getting sick from contaminated recycled wastewater?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/16/2022 7:51:03 AM
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How about Flint Michigan (which they got away with too!)

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/16/2022 12:07:36 PM
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medrakemdgmail.com
Joined On 3/10/2021 10:35:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is now apparent that the real goal of most "vaccines" is to take an episodic or epidemic disease and make it chronic and endemic. In

ancient times there was no shortage of illnesses that kept most of the people sick and weak, so that they would present no challenge to

their rulers. Now in order to maintain hierarchy and oligarchy it is necessary to sicken people periodically, and even to kill large numbers

of them and replace them with more submissive and obedient subjects. The current plan is to decimate caucasians and exterminate

heterosexuals and replace them with a brown Third World proletariat and a small uranian priestly caste produced by artiLcial

insemination and groomed and indoctrinated to rule. In order to keep the balance of the population, regular people have to be periodically

wiped out by natural or artiLcial pestilence if the ruling elite is to remain in power.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/16/2022 7:34:39 AM
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SassafrasTea
Joined On 8/16/2022 6:57:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I took oral polio vaccine as a child 60+ years ago. Could I still have live polio virus replicating in my body today?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/16/2022 7:00:29 AM
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ScanKat
Joined On 1/9/2021 11:28:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Moth in the Iron Lung: A Biography of Polio. Read this book! Than look up terrain theory. Research it and end this fear of germs and

focus on detox for health. www.amazon.com/.../1717583679

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/16/2022 5:04:36 AM
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a_g4670
Joined On 8/15/2020 2:49:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I was born in the US in the early '50's. Not only did I get the injectable polio shot, but got doses of the sugar cube with the liquid dropped

onto it for polio vax.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/16/2022 4:56:41 AM
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My older brother got the Salk (the shot) which was WITHDRAWN! and I got the sugar cube

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/16/2022 12:08:56 PM
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correspondencecommitte
Joined On 12/24/2020 10:00:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The racket was run recently in London: polio detected in the sewage system (traced back to a foreign traveler who had received the polio

vax?!) and the remedy - get your polio vax! No shame to this game. What's conveniently overlooked is the (literal) underground op to this,

as the wastewater 'science' serves as a means of rolling out more 5G IOT/IOB control grids above ground. Call it Operation #2, if you like,

with the poop police coming soon to a neighborhood near you.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Garbage in, garbage out...poop in, poop out, basic computer programming using follow the $$$ science to play us.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/16/2022 5:09:31 AM
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roark183
Joined On 6/21/2011 12:54:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's no longer the Monkeypox. It's the Tedrospox.
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Zingiber
Joined On 4/28/2021 4:12:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

is it a coincidence that pharma is reaching into prevention - formerly covered by natural medicine, herbalism, supplements, etc. and

touting vaccines as their arm of prevention? If they can't patent plants, they sell vaccine as their reach into the world of prevention. It's an

onslaught! Thank God we moved to country that doesn't care (for now) about any childhood vaccinations and my kids' blood has never

seen anything injected into it!
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ghXnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is a sane place on this planet? Please share.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/16/2022 8:19:40 AM
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HandXsh
Joined On 3/2/2009 7:00:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Vaccine derived Polio is found in the soils of lndonesia & the Phillipines. Their are young people with the ecfects of polio in lndonesia.

One young lady had her lower legs removed, so she could get around.
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ice Age Eugenics and Wealth Transfer Now.info  |  | MODERNA WILL BUILD A FACILITY IN MELBOURNE TO MANUFACTURE 100 MILLION

VACCINES PER YEAR (Aug 15) www.bitchute.com/.../Xu4Nku3Sfcbt  THEY ARE STILL TRYING TO MAKE VACCINES MANDATORY FOR

ALL ADULTS.... (Aug 15) www.bitchute.com/.../J49APSlqxioz  Record-Breaking Chills In Ecuador; Southern Argentina Suffered Very Cold

July; + Controlled Demolition In Full Swing electroverse.co/record-chills-in-ecuador-argentina-cold-july-controlle..

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/16/2022 2:17:21 AM
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Canada is no different. They've already built at least one facility here and they will continue to build - because they care so much

about our "health and safety"!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/16/2022 2:43:35 AM
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In this region roller coaster weather over the last Lve or more years has become more and more extreme. We just came off a run of

temps in the high eighties and as high as one hundred Fahrenheit waking up in the mornings in the high seventies and low eighties,

only to be followed by mornings in the mid to low forties. Winters are wash freezes followed by rains only to run off, rinse and

repeat. This along with little to no snowpack most likely has led to our Lve years of drought.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/16/2022 4:59:54 AM
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SassafrasTea
Joined On 8/16/2022 6:57:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm really surprised with how quickly Australians have succumbed to the NWO. I've always had the notion that they were as Lercely

independent as Americans. Do you think they will continue to stand still for this vax program?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/16/2022 7:06:22 AM
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andymusicman
Joined On 6/14/2007 6:59:27 AM
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Joined On 6/14/2007 6:59:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These comments are so educational and I appreciate the personal stories and life experience being shared...But for anyone who has

young children right now it poses a serious dilemma. In my head I know vaccines are dangerous but in my heart I worry for my kids. Mine

are 6, 4 and 3 and have so far received zero vaccines in their lives. But this is scary! It plays on your mind whether or not to just get the

vaccine for polio, the fear of you child becoming paralysed...do you all really believe oral Vitamin C and massage can cure polio? Wow

that's a tough pill to swallow! (no pun!) Anything else? Any other vitamins or superfoods that can help? Worried Father would appreciate

the wisdom of this super-group!
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kmhoffva17gmail.com
Joined On 1/5/2022 11:37:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

THANK BIDEN AND NY FOR ALL THE ILLEGALS THEY WANT IN THE U.S. ALL THESE THIRD WORLD COUNTRIES ARE BRINGING IN

DISEASES THE U.S. IRRADICATED YEARS AGO. PUT THE BLAME ON BIDEN.  IN MY STATE, AND CLOSE TO WHERE WE LIVE, THERE IS A

MILITARY BASE WHERE 8000K AFGANISTANIES WERE DROPPED OFF. THE BASE WASN'T EVEN PREPARED. THESE PEOPLE ARE

DFICATING WHERE EVER THEY WANT AS THEY HAVE NO HYGIENIC BACKGROUND AS THERE ARE IGNORANT PEOPLE. IT IS

DESTROYING THE TOWN. THANK A BIDEN VOTER!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yup, thank you for not focusing on the southern border. The blame, as usual, belongs with poorly prepared Federal govt responses.
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Warriorlpn815
Joined On 1/12/2020 1:51:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Actually polio is caused by high consumption of sugar!! If you read "Diet Prevents Polio " by Dr Benjamin Sandler he stated that when an

adult or child ate a diet high in reLned sugar it put them at an increased risk of developing sugar. He was a Director of Public Health in 1

of the NE states in the 1950's. He realized the the incidence of Polio was high in the summer months bc children were home from school

eating & drinking sugar Llled soda & eating other sweets. He was able to eradicate Polio in his state for a whole summer by banning

certain foods into the state. The incidence dropped dramatically. However the the corporations banned together & reinstated deliveries

when they saw their loss of revenue. Another great book to read about all diseases is "Germs Don't Cause Disease any more than Flies

Cause Garbage!" by Dr. Lorraine Day what an eye opener!! A must read for anyone in the health industry.
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MysticTuba
Joined On 5/28/2009 10:48:57 AM
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Proof read your comment -- you said "increased risk of developing sugar." I'm pretty sure high sugar intake makes one more

susceptible to quite a few more things than polio. Interesting -- when I was a kid in the 1950s we were allowed ONE 8-oz soda a

WEEK, and the only soda in the house was 7-up. We were not allowed to buy candy or other sweets with our allowance, either; all

food intake was at home or with family. My how things have changed, except that, for a large percentage of kids, food intake at

home is not even what i would call food. It's wavored chemicals and one of the symptoms that greed is running the country while

the population gleefully troops along.
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Hopeful_One
Joined On 11/8/2016 7:27:45 AM
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I found the article. SpeciLcally, low blood sugar was the factor that opened the body to the polio virus. Consumption of high sugar

drinks and foods were the worst factor, along with the high intake of starchy foods with lower protein intake. Bad diet made many

susceptible to polio. Thanks for bringing this to our attention!
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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Most mothers always had a pitcher of Kool Aid in the refrigerator all summer long. How many cups of sugar did they require? Enter

artiLcially pre-sweetened Kool Aid to save the day!
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The global fraud continues, with no end in sight! You can Lnd anything in waste water, similar to the fraudulent PCR test! Jimmy Hoffa is

probably in there! The Luciferian psychopaths running this circus ARE wastewater! The Great Reset continues to be rolled out. Viruses are

the least of our worries! Viruses are NOT the enemy!
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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Food is already being controlled. Next, in an effort to control people will be water (already being done) and currency along with a

social governance score. We are living during times of great evil. Virtue is the only thing that has ever defeated evil. It must begin

with the individual. Only then can it be rewected in the leadership. If many systems were not corrupt, much of this would never

have been tolerated or allowed to go on for so long.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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The number of estimated polio cases by world region~~~~~~~~~~~~~  From >>>>    ourworldindata.org/polio   <<<  The interactive

visualization highlights the global decline in the number of paralytic polio cases from 1980 onwards. In the early 1980s, an estimated

300,000 to 400,000 people suffered from paralytic polio cases every year. In 2020 there were 1873 paralytic polio cases. In the 1980s the

world saw many more paralytic polio cases every week than today in an entire year.
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Oh Yeah.....New world odour...keep the fear going...covid this and covid variations and omicron and monkeypox and than drag out some

more fear and PANIC.........yes,.keep the masses CONFUSED...feed them more PANIC and chaos...maybe do another world trade centre

thing.. Oklahoma staged bombing?? hey, how about another Waco, Texas thing? Maybe an in the USA military action and kill a few

students like Kent State....maybe a Ruby Ridge ??  Maybe another set up school shooting?? What a SICK government!!! ....yeah..and the

Newspapers and TV love to hype up the thing with "BREAKING NEWS'..adding to the Chaos and PANIC........and of course there is always

the Medical "Cure-all" for everything. a NEW PLzer VACCINE!!!!!!!..and they just happen to have 50 billion already made vials of the

"mythical Vaccine' already for use............My How Convenient.....eh??? ....
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yeah....."Fool me once , shame on you..Fool me twice , Shame on ME"
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Oh.......but No one cares....too busy with TV or chatting about nothing of any real importance...wasting time.and adding to the RF

Pollution......Hey!!!! did ever tell ya about how 5G is gonna kill ya??? kinda like 5G can operate on the same frequency band as

Directed Energy weapons destroys things............like life..... for more information about 5G maybe check " Memex "  

 www.darpa.mil/.../memex    ask DARPA what they do with Directed Energy Weapons  or just 'Directed Energy'..........and do you

think they care about RF Pollution?? .......... Maybe ask a medical doctor what he knows about RF Poisoning? ........o0r a hospital

personal......or a school teacher........or a judge.......maybe a cop.....LOL......
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And the "World" is NOT only;y the USA...the USA is a mere 4% of earths population....this other 96% are also ,part of Earth......and the USA

is NOT the worlds leader....and the facts are the USA around 250 years old and already one of the most polluted countries on Earth....The

USA leads the Earth in Crime.......in people in Prisons....USA is THE World leader in Children in Prisons....
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...China has been the world manufacturing King for hundreds of years....Commensurately world trading for thousands of

years...century's before the USA was ever heard of ........T.raditional Chinese medicine (TCM) is thousands of years old and has

changed little over the centuries. Its basic concept is that a vital force of life, called Qi, surges through the body. Any imbalance to

Qi can cause disease and illness. This imbalance is most commonly thought to be caused by an alteration in the opposite and

complementary forces that make up the Qi. These are called yin and yang. Ancient Chinese believed that humans are microcosms

of the larger surrounding universe, and are interconnected with nature and subject to its forces.

Balance between health and disease is a key concept. TCM treatment seeks to restore this balance through treatment speciLc to

the individual. It is believed that to regain balance, you must achieve the balance between the internal body organs and the

external elements of earth, Lre, water, wood, and metal. and Rockefeller put the screws to this ........but that OK...Rolll Up Dem

Sleeves 4 Da MonkeyPoxJab. ..and youll wake up lookin like Mike Obama
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hundreds die from Polio every year....world wide for hundreds of years.. a million + dies every years for the past thousand years...the TV

and Newspapers make it sound like its the end of the world.....and its NOT...its HYPE!!!!!!!!! More of The Big Lie....

https://www.worldometers.info/    today 150,000 people have died today......   Da TV makes it sound like Everyone is "In Danger" and your

not...O)MG 37 million people died last year......worldwide........ God get a GRIP ON REALITY!!!!!!
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Ahh.........people do die .....Holy moly.......99 people Died in last 10 minites......   >>>>  https://www.worldometers.info/
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8,104,181Communicable disease deaths this year 311,240Seasonal wu deaths this year 4,745,159Deaths of children under 5 this

year 26,684,988Abortions this year 192,957Deaths of mothers during birth this year 43,868,808HIV/AIDS infected people

1,049,448Deaths caused by HIV/AIDS this year 5,127,135Deaths caused by cancer this year 1,049,450Deaths caused by HIV/AIDS

this year 5,127,147Deaths caused by cancer this year 246,178Deaths caused by malaria this year 14,094,253,178Cigarettes

smoked today 3,120,786Deaths caused by smoking this year 1,561,378Deaths caused by alcohol this year 669,443Suicides this

year $ 249,741,652,615Money spent on illegal drugs this year 842,711Road traUc accident fatalities this year
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World Population 7,968,028,495Current World Population 87,463,149Births this year 357,122Births today 36,719,125Deaths this

year 149,928Deaths today 50,744,024Net population growth this year 207,194Net population growth today
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The natural foods healthwholeness.com/.../alkaline-foods
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That's interesting. Not one of the dozens of healthy alkaline foods have a bar code on them.
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Joined On 2/10/2014 1:57:28 AM
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Who's wholesale-ing this book? I need it for my bookstore. BTW, the author is listed as "Anonymous"...so maybe remove any mention of

names from your article? Thank you for the big sample....
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RFK Jr sent out an article about the same book yesterday.
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Would you be able to move the download referenced above to something other than Google drive?
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Polio is being brought into the United States from the millions and millions of third-world country illegal migrants being allowed here by

the Biden administration. Polio is just the start.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/16/2022 10:01:04 AM
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

More fear mongering? You may want to do more reading before you jump to major conclusions. Along the US southern border

down to Panama and below, socialist govts have set a vaccin schedules covering most concerns. Most people coming in from that

direction may be better covered than many Americans! However, Africans are now coming across the open southern border as well

as other groups to escape their social or political situations. We have no good idea as no one seems to be checking.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/16/2022 12:29:48 PM
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Lotek
Joined On 11/8/2014 6:00:22 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I did not have time to read the whole article, but I did read the buried lead part. This information seems appropriate to me, and good

information, not like "throw everything against the wall and see what sticks." Good job. Thanks!
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jam9139
Joined On 11/5/2018 8:59:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So,how do you download the chapter for free? And GUI is there anyway to detox if you did get the live polio vaccine? They were giving it

25 years ago, because my son got it

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/16/2022 3:59:33 AM
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Scroll down the article, go to " download the material on oral polio for free" this is blue text showing a hyperlink, click on text.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/16/2022 7:03:05 AM
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boo3249
Joined On 3/21/2015 10:58:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I had a poliomyelitis vaccine 65 years ago in public school. I can’t seem to Lnd out if I am still immune to polio because of this vaccine?

Can anyone weigh in on this for me? With thanks

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/16/2022 6:43:51 AM
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ghXnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would guess based on my belief’s that they will tell you to upgrade or renew. I sense fear in you, relax you haven’t caught it in 65

years, why waste what time you have with worry.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/16/2022 8:12:53 AM
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davidle
Joined On 5/7/2011 7:38:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I got some kind of polio shot and sugar cube but was too young to know what kind. They didn't ask parents permission but gave it

to us. I got out of the Air National Guard when they started giving anthrax shots. I refused to take the shot and am glad I did.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/16/2022 8:33:51 AM
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stelmar1
Joined On 9/19/2011 10:15:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have been a Mercola follower and customer for many years and have greatly appreciated the information provided. However, the articles

tend to be too wordy and repeat the same information throughout the length of the article, which causes me to "skim", rather than really

read the articles. May I suggest some better editing and less verbosity because we all live in very busy times.
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captainboggles
Joined On 1/25/2011 1:07:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How it is possible to "Lnd a virus" in wastewater deLes imagination....  You have to be "looking for a virus" to Lnd one.....  Viruses do NOT

EXIST as shown by Dr Tom Cowan, Dr Stefan Lanka, et al.. Viruses are a scam ... they are really "exosomes" vital for health,.... POLIO WAS

ORIGINALLY A CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTERM BREAKDOWN... PROVEN TO BE CAUSED BY AND HAPPENED COINCIDENTALLY WITH THE

USE (OVERUSE) OF...DDT... as DDT usage decreased, so did the incidence of polio. happens a pharma company saw an opportunity and

introduced a "vaccine" for it, timing it perfectly and claimed the disappearance of polio was their achievement.... Nowadays Polio has

been renamed "Acute Flaccid Paralysis"  whiac is now caused by vaccines spread throught India by the Bill and Melinda Gates

Foundation, causding paralysis in some 900,000 children and getting the Gates maLa ejected from India by their government and are the

sublect of court proceedings.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/16/2022 12:55:45 PM
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Yeina_
Joined On 2/17/2013 8:23:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't see anything wrong with getting vaccinated against polio
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Me neither - actually had it when i was kid CENTURIES ago. that's when vaxxes were real vaxxes. They actually did clincal studies

until proven safe (safe enough to mass distribute) AND they actually GUARANTEED you would not get the said disease! but NOW?

no way. I don't trust ANY of these unproven, poison, harmful shots that just shoot you up with autoimmune disorders. then they just

TELL you to just believe they are "safe and effective" , not to mention they ADMIT they won't even prevent you from getting sick!

So Why would any MORON agree to taking something like or that, no less give it to their kids. It's comp aZZbackwards now. I don't

trust ANY of their fake vaccine kill shots. Yet everyplace you go (even the Fkkg GROCERY store) all you hear on the overhead is

"have you and your family been vaccinated for (insert latest designer disease of the month here)" it's so ridiculous i have to have

my grocery store selling me on a shot from the gd corrupt government. all i can say is F. U. so glad im old.
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Fisher153
Joined On 5/9/2018 11:03:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

lin- your govt tax dollars at work on a massive information operations campaign (designed to deceive).  i am with you. there has to

be a veriLable risk, and if i can treat the disease, then i won't take a vax that could potentially compromise my immune system

response. i believe my son was sick as a child (under 2) due to the vax schedule which made him susceptible to infections. i

endorse recommendations to start NO vaccines for children under 2 while their innate immune systems are developing. And then

only for non-mitigable risks.
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

K then why are you saying that. Have a hundred polio vaccines if it makes you feel better.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you believe that the only ingredient in the shot is to prevent polio, by all means go for it! I have some property to sell you but you

must buy it before you take the needle.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/16/2022 10:08:35 PM
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